
The Impact
ofDefense Spending

on Virginia'sEconomy

A modern history of Virginia would be
incomplete if it did not acknowledge the large
impact of wars and defense preparedness on
Virginia, a state whose economy has been even
more affected than the national economy (shown
in Figure 1). The Virginia Historical Society
recently marked the 50th anniversary ofAmerica's
entry into World War II with a special exhibit
that underlined how that war was a catalyst for
modern-day Virginia:

World War II set in motion forces that trans

formed Virginia from a rural state to a more
urban one, from a poor state to a relatively
rich one, and from a traditional southern so
ciety to a more typical American state in which
one in four residents is not a native. These
changes were not completed between 1941
and 1945, but the war was the catalyst that
reshaped Virginia. Because of World War II
neither Virginia, nor America, nor the world
would ever be the same. 1
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The defense share

of output

in Virginia is

forecast to drop

from 10.3% in 1991

to 7% percent in

1997.

~RLDWARII
The defense buildup and the shooting war had
a huge effect on the Virginia economy; this was
nowhere more evident than in Hampton Roads.
In the words of historian Virginius Dabney:

The expansion of military and naval installa

tions in the Hampton Roads area was colossal.
As early as November 1941, on the eve of
Pearl Harbor, the population of Norfolk had
nearly doubled, and both then and later there
was not enough of anything-houses, food,
water and schools. The Naval Base and the
Navy Yard at Portsmouth were expanded enor
mously, as was the great shipyard at Newport
News, which was turning out aircraft carri
ers and other warships at top speed.2

The Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock
Company expanded its payroll from 13,000
workers in 1939 to 70,000 in 1943.3

The state's many military posts and bases
required a large number of support people to
build and maintain them. Virginia was also an
important munitions manufacturer with the
Radford and New River ordnance works. The
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Radford Arsenal, which was built on former pas
ture land, employed 22,000 at its peak.4 Finally,
there was the tremendous amount ofactivity in the
Washington area that began the suburban devel
opment of Maryland and Virginia. In David
Brinkley's best seller, Washington Goes To War, he
observes:

The war transformed not just the government.
It transformed Washington itself. A languid
Southern town with a pace so slow that much
of it simply closed down for the summer grew
almost overnight into a crowded, harried, al
most frantic metropolis struggling desperately
to assume the mantle of global power, mov
ing haltingly and haphazardly and only partially
successfully to change it elf into the capital
of the free world. 5

ERLYPOSTWAR YEARS &KOREA
Mter the defeat ofGermany and then Japan in 1945,
America quickly disarmed, only to be rudely awak
ened by the hostility of the Soviet Union and its

• 'Communist allies. North Korea invaded South Korea
in June 1950, and soon American armed forces were
involved. In December 1950, when the war effort
was going poorly, President Truman approved plans
that more than tripled the military budget6 and
launched the nation on a high level ofdefense spend
ing that has continued until the present time.

During the Korean War, which lasted from
1950 to 1953, the Virginia economy was once again
invigorated by armed conflict abroad. Although the
stimulus was not comparable to World War II, the

economic impact was still significant (see Figure
1). For example, when the Korean War began,
Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Com
pany had about 7,300 workers on its payroll. By
the end of the war in July 1953, its employees num
bered nearly 17,000. The Radford Arsenal, operated
for the Army by Hercules, Inc., also experienced
significant expansion. 7

KTNAMWAR
Defense spending remained high even after the
conclusion of the Korean War because of concern
about Communist aggression and capability to de
liver nuclear weapons. u.S. involvement in Vietnam
gradually scalated to_ hat is 0 kno n as th
Vietnam War, stretching from 1964 to 1973. This
war, like the Korean War, had only a limited im
pact on the civilian economy. Nonetheless, Virginia's
large concentration of defense activity meant that
the state would receive an economic stimulus from
the action in Southeast Asia.

Again, Newport News Shipbuilding and
Drydock Company was a major beneficiary of the
need for naval armaments. The shipyard built 4
carriers, 24 submarines, 3 missile cruisers, 6 am
phibious assault ships, and 1 submarine tender. At
the Radford Arsenal-which made up to 60 differ
ent propellants and various explosive chemicals for
rockets, rifles, and cannons-peak employment
occurred in 1968, when it topped 9,000.8

Following the Vietnam War, real defense
outlays dropped sharply until a gradual buildup in
the Carter administration and an acceleration in

2'

Figure 1
Share of Gross National Product Used for Defense, 1940-1997
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Sou rces: Office of Management and Budget, Historical Tables, Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 19fJ2. (1991), Table 6.1; Congressional
Budget Office, The Economic Effects of Reduced Defense Spending (1992), p. 10; and Congressional Budget Office, An Analysis of the President's Budget
ary Proposals for Fiscal Year 1993 (March 1992), p. 2. These reports are published by the Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

Note: Projections for FY 1992 to 1997 were based on the 1991 plan. Projections of Gross Defense Product (GOP) were converted to Gross National
Product (GNP) by using a factor of 1.002.
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the Reagan years. The goal of a 600-ship Navy in
the Reagan years gave a special impetus to defense
spending in Virginia. In the latter part of the de
cade the announcement of plans to remove Soviet
forces from Eastern Europe, the collapse of the
Warsaw Pact, and the unification of Germany un
der a democratic government signaled the end of
the Cold War.

Current plans, which may understate future
cuts, call for the reduction of about 1.1 million de
fense-related positions from 1990 to 1995. They
include 400,000 direct defense jobs in private in
dustry and 200,000 indirect jobs, 360,000
active-duty military personnel and 130,000 Depart
ment ofDefense civilian workers.9 The fleet would
be c t f 0 45 ·n 1990 to 448 i 1997;
based on Congressional Budget Office (CBO) pro
jections, the number might drop further, to 415
by the year 2010. 10 The Bush administration's
planned spending for shipbuilding and conversion
from 1992 through 1997 would be lower in real
terms than in any six-year period since 1950. 11

DEFENSE TODAY
Defense spending in Virginia is huge. In Fiscal Year
(FY) 1991, the most recent year available, total direct
expenditures by the Department of Defense (DoD)
in Virginia were $17.2 billion. Most ofthe funds were
for salaries and wages, with $4.8 billion for military
personnel and $4 billion for civilians. Procurement
accounted for $6.7 billion, while military retirement
and disability payments totaled $1.8 billion.

In view of these large amounts, it is not sur
prising that over the past few years Virginia has ranked
among the top two or three states in most mea
sures and categories ofdefense spending. In FY 1991
Virginia ranked third behind California and Texas
in total direct expenditures or obligations. On a
per capita basis it ranked first, followed by Hawaii
and Alaska. 12

In FY 1990 the top five prime defense con
tractors in Virginia were:

• Tenneco Inc.'s Newport News Shipbuilding
and Drydock Company
(30.4 percent of total dollar awards)

• International Business Machines (5.9 percent)
• Unisys Corporation (3.2 percent)
• Hercules Inc. (2.5 percent)
• General Motors (2.2 percent)

Together they accounted for 44.2 percent of the
total. 13 With the major exception ofNewport News
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company, prime con
tract awards were well dispersed among firms, with
each representing a small share of the total.

An alternative way to measure defense activ-
ity in Virginia is by employment. In FY 1991
defense-related employment numbered 326,846. Of :
this total, 89,900 were prime contractor employ
ees, 37,761 were indirect jobs with contractors'
subcontractors and suppliers, and the remainder were
with DoD. 14 The Department of Defense had
199,185 employees in Virginia. Of that number,
53 percent were civilians (105,167), and 47 per
cent (94,018) were military. The employment
concept used for this tally is called "station strength,"
which includes only full-time, permanently assigned
military and civilian personnel. Part-time, tempo
rary, and transitional personnel, military reserves,
and personnel on military vessels home-ported in
the tate are excluded. Counting Re erve and Na
tional Guard personnel adds another 52,384. 15 Of •
the three major branches of the military, the Navy :
had the largest share of station-strength personnel,
with 54 percent. The Army accounts for 29 per
cent, the Air Force for roughly 10 percent, and other
DoD employment for about 8 percent.

The two Virginia regions accounting for the
bulk of defense activity in Virginia are the N or
folk-Virginia Beach-Newport News Metropolitan •
Statistical Area (Hampton Roads MSA) and the
Northern Virginia portion ofthe Washington, D.C.- :
Md.-Va. MSA. In FY 1991 Northern Virginia led :
the state, with $8.4 billion of defense expenditures
or obligations, or 49 percent ofthe state total. Hamp
ton Roads was second with $6.6 billion, or 38.4
percent of the total. Most of the remaining 12.6
percent was concentrated in a handful of jurisdic
tions that had a major DoD installation or defense :
contractor-King George County (site of the :
Dalhgren Naval Surface Weapons Center), Mont- :
gomery County (Radford Arsenal), Prince George :
County (Fort Lee), Richmond City (Defense Gen- •
eral Supply Center), and Roanoke City (ITT Electro :
Optical Products Division, producer of night :
vision equipment).

The composition of outlays varies in the two :
major defense regions, with defense contracts larger •
and relatively more important in Northern Virgin- :
ia-even though Hampton Roads is the location •
of Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock, the •
state's largest defense contractor. In FY 1991 de- •
fense contracts in Northern Virginia totaled $4.1
billion and accounted for 48.6 percent of defense :
expenditures. Northern Virginia had the largest •
number of federal defense employees in FY 1991: •
34,681 military personnel, 48,606 DoD civilian em- •
ployees, and 70,107 prime contractors' employees. •
(That total of 153,394 excludes indirect defense •
employment, which is not available.) The Navy had •
39.7 percent of the combined total of military and •
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by 1995, Virginia will be one of the eight states
and the District ofColumbia with a decline in output
exceeding 1 percent. This result occurs despite al
lowance for new economic activity that will replace
some of the defense cuts. Hawaii will be the most
severely affected state, with a 2.6 percent decline.
Other areas affected will be neighboring Maryland
and the District of Columbia, along with Alaska,
Mississippi, New Mexico, South Carolina, and
Washington. For the nation as a whole, CBO has
forecast an output cut of only 0.6 percent.

To place the projected decrease in perspec
tive, it is useful to examine historical data on changes
in Virginia's real gross state product (GSP). That
series, which is available from 1963 to 1989, shows
only three annual d clines, all of ssociat d
with national recessions. Real GSP dropped 0.3
percent in 1969-70 and 1974-75, respectively. In
the more recent 1981-82 recession, the decline was
less than 0.1 percent. 16 The decrease projected by
CBO would be large by historical standards,
especially since it would persist over several years.
Nonetheless, the reduction is not ofdoomsday pro
portions, and it must be seen as a decline relative
to what the economy would have achieved without
the defense cuts-not as an absolute decline. If cuts
exceed those in the 1991 plan, then the adverse
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DoD employees, followed closely by the Army's
36.3 percent share. Salary and wages for military
and DoD civilian personnel accounted for 41.8
percent of defense outlays in Northern Virginia.

The total number of defense employees in
Hampton Roads in FY 1991 was 151,012, exclu
sive of indirect defense employment. That total was
composedof51,231 military personnel, 43,121 DoD
civilian employees, and 56,660 prime contractors'
employees. Nearly three-fourths of the defense em
ployees were with the Navy; the remainder were
split between the Army and the Air Force. Federal
salary and wage payments accounted for 66.8 per
cent of defense outlays in Hampton Roads.

The Bush administration's 1992-1997 Future
Years Defense Program, "the 1991 plan," envisions a
real reduction in defense outlays of20 percent between
1991 and 1997. The 1991 plan would reduce defense
spending from 6.2 percent of gross national product
(GNP) in 1990 to 3.7 percent by 1997-the same
share it held in 1948, the lowest year since World War
II (Figure 1). CBO's alternate scenario, which assumes
cuts at about double the rate of the 1991 plan, would
reduce spending to 3.3 percent of GNP by 1997.

The Congressional Budget Office has projected
the impact on state economies of the milder 1991
plan. The results, shown in Figure 2, indicate that

Figure 2
Decrease in State Output by 1995 Under Defense Cuts Planned in 1991

4'
Source: Congressional Budget Office, The Economic Effects of Reduced Defense Spending (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, February
1992), p. 28.

Note: U. S. average is a 0.6 percent decline.
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impact on Virginia will be somewhat greater. A study
by DOD using its Defense Economic Modeling
System forecasts that the defense share of output
in Virginia will fall from 10.3 percent in 1991 to 7
percent in 1997. 17

LPACT ON THE ECONOMY
TO DATE
The demobilization, which began in 1987, is hav
ing a profound effect on the national economy as
production is restructured to fit civilian demand.
Virginia, with its high defense profile, is sharing in
this readjustment. Mter the cutbacks started, the
state's nonagricultural employment growth slowed
and performed below the national average. Since
1990 nonagricultural employment in Virginia has
declined, although the rate of decrease in 1992 has
not been as severe as in the previous year.

The two major defense regions in Virginia have
performed differently. Starting from a very high
annual growth rate at the beginning of the period,
Northern Virginia's total nonagricultural employ
ment growth rate plummeted and was negative in
1991 and the first nine months of 1992. Hampton
Roads did not start with as high a growth rate and,
although its growth has slowed, the area's perfor
mance has been better than Northern Virginia and
the rest of the state in recent years. From FY 1989
to FY 1991 Department of Defense employment
was virtually stable in Hampton Roads, while there
was a 4.8 percent drop in Northern Virginia. Avail
able information on procurement contract awards
from FY 1989 to FY 1991 shows year-to-year in
creases for Northern Virginia and wide fluctuations
for Hampton Roads associated with large carrier and
submarine contracts. The awards data are for prime
contractors and some represent multi-year contracts.

The actual situation appears to be that cur
rent defense spending has already declined in
Northern Virginia and is on the verge of a major
drop in Hampton Roads as current shipbuilding
contracts are completed and few new ones are
awarded. Although the outlook for Hampton Roads,
and particularly the Peninsula, is gloomy, there are
some pluses. Newport News Shipbuilding and
Drydock is the only yard capable ofbuilding nuclear
carriers, and is one of only two in the nation that
can build nuclear submarines. The shipyard has won
initial funding for a new $5 billion aircraft carrier
despite a continuing dispute among military plan
ners on whether a new carrier is really needed. As
the Navy downsizes, personnel cuts will affect Hamp
ton Roads. Nonetheless, the cuts may be less severe
there as smaller bases are consolidated and person
nel are assigned to Norfolk.

GOOD NEWS, BAD NEWS
The defense issue has so many facets that it is easy •
to get buried in a sea of facts, positive and negative.
The following discussion looks at factors on each
side of the issue.

POSITIVE FACTORS
Virginia's share of military and DoD personnel
cuts will not be in proportion to the national cuts
because of the Commonwealth's large concentra
tion of Navy forces-the service that will be least
affected. Under current national projections, ac
tive duty personnel will be reduced by 19 percent
from FY 1990 to FY 1995. The Army and, to a
lesser extent, the Air Force will bear the brunt of •
these cuts because their missions do not meet re
quirements for deploying forces to regional conflicts
as well as the Navy and the Marines. The Navy
and Marine manpower reductions will be 12 per
cent and 13.2 percent, respectively, versus 26.9
percent for the Army and 18.3 percent for the Air
Force. 18

Many of the military installations in Virginia
are very large and essential to the defense estab
lishment. Norfolk, popularly known as the capital
of the u.S. Navy, is home of the Naval Station Nor
folk, the nation's largest military base. Other major
installations are the Pentagon in Arlington, Fort
Eustus in Newport News, Langley Air Force Base
in Hampton, and the u.S. Marine Corps Reserva
tion in Quantico. They represent major investments,
economies of scale, and location advantages that
the military is unlikely to relinquish. Many of the
military installations like the Pentagon and Atlan
tic Commands have headquarters functions that are
necessary, even with reduced force levels.

Only 40 percent ofVirginia's private-sector
defense-related employment is in manufacturing,
compared to 58 percent for the nation.l 9 Because
many of the state's defense workers are in
nonmanufacturing jobs in higher-technology research
and development, engineering and design, and com
munications activities, they are more likely to find
employment than workers in the slow-growth manu
facturing sector. As noted by David Whitehead:

...Nonmanufacturing constitutes a larger
proportion of private-sector jobs, so
nonmanufacturing skills tend to be easier
to transfer to private-sector employment.
Workers with skills unique to the defense
sector or little used in private-sector op
erations will find it harder to find alternative
employment.2o
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The national and state economies weathered
major cuts after World War II, the Korean War,
and the Vietnam War. Defense outlays represent a
much smaller share of national and state output
than in many earlier times so there are good pros
pects for a relatively easy adjustment to lower defense
spending.

Reductions in DoD employment and the
military are usually announced long before they
occur, allowing time for market processes to de
velop and for public policy initiatives. Defense
contractors often make layoffs more abruptly, but
this is less likely for Virginia's shipbuilding activity
because of the large backlog of uncompleted con
tracts.

Prime contractors often subcontract for goods
and services. When the amount of subcontracting
within a state is substantial relative to prime con
tract awards, there is a high ratio of indirect to direct
defense spending. Among the top ten ranked states
in defense spending in 1990, the ratio of indirect
to total defense spending varied from a low of 0.38
in Virginia to a high of 1.68 in Ohio, with all but
California and Virginia at 0.70 or above. The im
plication of this finding is that in states with low
ratios, like Virginia, prime contractors are spend
ing significant amounts outside the state. This seems
valid even after a reasonable allowance for subcon
tracting within Virginia by out-of-state prime
contractors. Some plausible explanations for
Virginia's low ratio are that many components for
ships and other high-technology armaments are
bought from out-of-state suppliers, and much of
the Navy's fleet payroll is spent elsewhere. Virgin
ia, with its low ratio, may experience a lesser impact
from a spending downturn than states with a higher
ratio. 21

Most of the military personnel reductions
will be achieved by attrition, especially in the en
listed ranks. Many military personnel will choose
to return to their home states. This will reduce the
burden on the state economy of providing them
local employment.

NEGATIVE FACTORS
The shipbuilding industry is very vulnerable to
any defense cuts because it now sells virtually all
of its output to DoD. In the words of the u.S.
Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, the
industry "is maximally exposed."22 A mitigating fac
tor is Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock's
backlog of 7 LA-class submarines, 2 Nimitz-class
carriers, and the overhaul of the aircraft carrier
Enterprise.23 Another Nimitz-class carrier, sched
uled to be started in 1996, has been challenged by
some congressional leaders. According to a recent

study by the Hampton Roads Planning District
Commission:

Since the Centurion [a new type of subma
rine] is not scheduled to go into production
until the next century and the last LA-class
submarine at the Newport News Shipyard is
to be completed in 1995, there will be sev
eral years when there will be no new submarine
construction at the yard. Without any new
federal funding, it will be difficult for the ship
yard to maintain employees with the necessary
skills to build technologically advanced sub
marines. The decision to essentially suspend
submarine construction during the mid 1990s
is likely to lead to fur her r ions in m
ployment at the shipyard as the shipyard
attempts to cut costs so as to remain a com
mercially viable enterprise.24

According to researchers with the Council on Eco
nomic Priorities, some observers think the recent
loss of the Seawolfsubmarine contract" ...will even
tually spell the end of Newport's $2.1 billion
submarine business, which provides jobs for
12,500."25

Navy shipbuilding and repair activity will
continue to be the primary source ofwork for the
nation's major full-service shipyards for the fu
ture, according to U.S. Industrial Outlook, (an annual
publication of the Department ofCommerce). Em
ployment will "decline substantially" because of a
significantly reduced Navy shipbuilding program
for the 1992-1997 period.26 Commercial shipbuild
ing may gain a market as a result ofthe Oil Pollution
Act of 1990, which requires a phasing in, depend
ing on size and age, of double hulls for tankers that
enter u.S. ports. Domestic shipbuilders may also
gain from the construction or conversion of sbips
for military sealift and prepositioning programs. Ana
lysts project a 1990s boom in the international
commercial shipbuilding market, but u.S. shipyards
face daunting international competition. In mid
1991 the U.S. accounted for only seven-tenths of
1 percent of the gross tonnage of merchant ships
on order. The international markets are dominated
by Japan and South Korea.27

In 1991 total defense employment in Vir
ginia was 326,846, or 10.4 percent of total
employment. The percentage was two and one-half
times the national average of4.2 percent. Only two
states-Alaska (13.1 percent) and Hawaii (12.1
percent)-had higher shares. Despite all the valid
caveats and qualifications, defense activity is very
important to the Commonwealth. Defense cutbacks
have placed a drag on the state's economic growth
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and will continue to do so until demobilization has
been completed.

Displaced defense workers may have diffi
culty finding jobs that pay as well. The average
annual wages ofdefense prime contractors exceeded
the average ofall other firms in the Virginia economy
by 64.1 percent in 1991-$36,916 versus $22,502.
In the important manufacturing and service sec
tors, the differences were 40.5 percent and 80.1
percent, respectively. 28

Lower defense spending, particularly for such
investment categories as research and development,
construction, and procurement, can slow a state's
economic growth; and "the anticipated cutbacks
ofthe 1990s may produce significant regional growth
effects," acc rain to a study by Stephen Mehay
and Loren Solnic. However, they qualify their find
ings as follows:

The net effects of defense cuts will ultimately
depend on how defense funds are reallocated.
Not only can the funds be reallocated to other
federal programs, they can also be used for
deficit reduction. The nature of the new pro
grams and the geographic distribution of their
benefits, as well as the complex response of
the economy to the smaller deficit, can pro
duce innumerable regional growth scenarios.29

Historically, specialized defense firms have
had limited ability to convert their plants to the
manufacture ofcommercial products. In the opinion
of Murray Weidenbaum:

The major defense companies are special busi
ness organizations. They are very good at what
they are set up to do-design ..and produce
state-of-the-art weapons and very closely re
lated civilian systems. But they differ
fundame lly, in ca abilities and shortcom
ings, from typical commercial companies in
terms of technology, organizational structure,
marketing, and financing. 3o

Consequently, many former defense industry workers
will have to find jobs with new employers.

Some smaller bases like A.P. Hill and Fort
Pickett are likely to close as a result of findings of
the base-closing commission to be announced in
March 1993. Each of these bases employs a total
ofabout 200 military and civilian personnel. How
ever, just as Virginia was virtually unscathed by
findings of the base-closing commission in 1988
and 1991, the state is not expected to endure ma
jor closings as a result of recommendations slated
for 1993 and 1995 (even though some larger facili
ties could be closed in the future).

LEBOTTOMLINE
As citizens we welcome a world of greater peace in
which the amount of resources devoted to defense
can be reduced. But many people in their roles as
workers, managers, and investors are caught in a
wrenching adjustment as the nation reduces the size
of the military-industrial complex. The downsizing
is well underway. Operation Desert Storm caused
a temporary reversal and presidential election-year
politics probably slowed the pace, but the direc
tion is clear. In fact, under the new Clinton
administration the magnitude of cuts is likely to
increase and the pace may quicken, especially if the
current economic recovery strengthens. Although
Clinton campaigned on a platform of modest cuts
from those proposed by Bush, the expiration of :
"budget walls" that prohibited transfers from de
fense to non-defense spending may increase pressures
for larger changes. Also, a change in defense priori
ties, such as ten instead of twelve carrier groups,
would have a major impact on Virginia.

The shrinking and restructuring ofthe Ameri
can military establishment that began in 1987 is
causing major structural adjustments in the national
and state economies. There are many unknowns.
How much will defense spending be cut? What will
be the future shape of the military in five years? in
ten years? What will be the timing ofcutbacks? How
will the so-called peace dividend be used? Will the
nation's economy show strong growth that will ease
the transition of manpower and capital into new
uses? Or will there be slow growth and a difficult
absorption process?

Obviously, there will be less impact on Virginia
if the cuts are shallow, if they are phased in over a long
period, and if the peace dividend is used in ways that
will increase private investment and public outlays for
investments that will promote national growth. How
ever, less rosy scenarios are easy to envision.

The adjustment faced by Virginia will be con
centrated in Northern Virginia and Hampton Roads.
Northern Virginia has already sustained a number of :
cutbacks by defense contractors and now may have
much of its adjustment behind it. The kinds of de
fense contract work done in Northern Virginia are more
convertible to non-defense needs of both the federal
government and the private sector than the special
ized shipbuilding contract work in Hampton Roads.

Despite Hampton Roads' lower dependence
on defense work than in past decades, the area is
quite vulnerable and is likely to have slow growth
for several years. Existing contracts have helped to
cushion the blow of the cutbacks, but a dearth of :
new contracts and Navy downsizing will have negative
impacts for several years. Since Hampton Roads
accounts for about a fifth of the state's employment :
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• and income, a slowdown in this important area will
• be a drag on the state's economic growth during
• the 1990s. It will not be surprising if the employ-
• ment growth rate for the state continues to trail
• the national average for several more years.

In the long-term, five years from now,
• Virginia's economy is likely to resume its usual pattern
• ofgrowing faster than the nation. The state's prox-
• imity to the nation's capital, fine deep-water port,
• strategic mid-Atlantic location, and skilled work force
• should provide competitive advantages in a world
• economy less dominated by defense spending. •
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